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Teaching Deterrence: A 21st-Century Update

Lana Obradovic and Michelle Black

University of Nebraska at Omaha College of Arts and Sciences

ABSTRACT
Although deterrence was one of the cornerstones of the inter-
national relations field for much of the 20th century, today surveys
demonstrate that most students lack even a basic understanding of
this concept. Yet, in the light of recent events on the Korean
Peninsula, in China, and the post-Soviet space, our civilian and mili-
tary leaders continue to emphasize the need to develop and foster
critical and strategic thinking on deterrence. In this essay, we ask
how we can nurture the next generation of strategic thinkers and
leaders without deliberately leaving teaching “defense” concepts to
the military. We propose updating our reading lists to include the
emerging and innovative literature on deterring 21st-century threats,
and teaching with current policy documents, problem-based
learning, and simulations. More specifically, we suggest
strengthening students’ critical thinking and writing skills through
collaborative research projects and encouraging experiential learning
opportunities.
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Introduction

Most security-studies scholars agree today that despite its flaws, deterrence is not an
obsolete scholarly relic of the Cold War. Recent events, including the uncertain fate of
the Intermediate Ballistic Missile Treaty (INF), the North Korean nuclear crisis, Russian
information warfare, and China’s attempts to weaponize outer space, all highlight its
continued real-world and academic relevance. Yet, as a recent global literacy survey
demonstrates, most college-age Americans have extremely limited understanding of
deterrence, which is the core concept upon which the United States seeks to achieve its
foreign policy goals, responds to security threats, and builds collective defensive
commitments around the world. Only 9% of respondents learned about deterrence in
college, and 49% could correctly select the definition of “nuclear deterrence” in a mul-
tiple-choice test. When it comes to assuring our allies, only 28% of respondents knew
that the United States is bound by a treaty to protect Japan if that country is attacked,
and 34% knew this about South Korea (Council on Foreign Relations 2016). This data
clearly demonstrates that there are significant gaps in what young people understand
about deterring and defending against the full range of threats, and what they need to
know to best contribute to the continued success and overall national security capability
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of the United States. In this article, we first present numerous civilian and military lead-
ership appeals to renew attention and integrate deterrence concepts into coursework on
diplomatic, military, technological, and economic powers, to demonstrate that currently
there is an extensive and concerted effort to teach these concepts and improve our
knowledge of deterrence, particularly within military academic institutions at an unpre-
cedented level. As military educational institutions take concrete actions toward teach-
ing awareness and adaptation of deterrence theory and operations based on the critical
needs outlined by our national leaders, we ask: How can we improve our instruction at
civilian universities to allow our students to actively participate in rethinking and
reframing deterrence concepts? We examine this question by drawing on examples and
discussing our attempts at the University of Nebraska at Omaha Political Science
Department over the last four years to nurture the next generation of America’s stra-
tegic thinkers and leaders without deliberately leaving teaching “defense” concepts to
the military. As the founding members of United States Strategic Command’s
(USSTRATCOM) Deterrence and Assurance Academic Alliance of roughly 40 military
and civilian academic institutions seeking to bridge the military-academia gap, we pre-
sent some of our efforts to integrate new and old security studies, traditional and crit-
ical theories, regional and ethnographic studies—all previously alien to deterrence
studies—and promote the development of deterrence expertise. This article proposes an
agenda that recommends updating reading lists to reflect 21st-century deterrence litera-
ture, and elaborates on teaching techniques and strategies to include deterrence in inter-
active in-class learning activities such as problem-based learning and simulations.
Moreover, we suggest strengthening students’ critical thinking and national security
writing skills through collaborative research projects with the government and defense
institutions, and encouraging experiential learning opportunities for undergradu-
ate students.

Why we should teach deterrence: The military-academia gap

The contentious debates regarding what and how to teach in political science, and
whether any of it is relevant, useful, or accessible to policymakers, are as old as our
field. Despite curricula change recommendations dating from the 1920s, political science
departments are still largely not investing in career preparation, experiential learning,
and activities in the “real world” (Collins, Knotts and Schiff 2012). This debate is par-
ticularly persistent within the foreign policy subfield, concerning “bridging the Beltway-
Ivory Tower gap” between policymakers and academia, and the usefulness of what we
write and teach to those in the real world (Jentleson and Ratner 2011). While some call
for closer ties (George 1993; Jentleson 2002; Putnam 2003), others cautiously highlight
the dangers and argue for the preservation of the “intellectual integrity” of the field
(Hill and Beshoff 1994). The chasm particularly deepens on the subject of our profes-
sion’s interaction and intellectual engagement with military institutions and defense
practitioners. In fact, there is virtually no political science literature directly and critic-
ally addressing the military-academia gap, with the exception of a single op-ed suggest-
ing that most political scientists have never had any interaction with the people whose
defense policy decisions we seek to understand, and often lack a basic understanding of
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military structures and how they fit into our foreign and security policy theories
(Thornhill and Whitlark 2015). Besides the fact that such sweeping statements overesti-
mate our field’s desire to be policy relevant and ignore the academic mission of scien-
tific inquiry and teaching, they also reflect the lack of informed dialogue on the
military-academia gap.
We do not deny that university course offerings and research in a post-9/11 America

have become more militarized, and justified on the grounds of national security (Giroux
2008; Rohde 2013). We also recognize that the role of our profession is not solely to
produce students and teach concepts in accordance with the expressed needs of the
United States government, and are by no means suggesting favoring teaching military
over diplomatic solutions to everyday national security problems. But what we seek to
assert is that teaching strategic stability concepts and deterrence policy to our under-
graduate students supports the fundamental pillar of American democracy—the civilian
control of the military.
In this article, we hope to highlight the argument that “political scientists have a

responsibility to prepare students to make sound judgments about what elected author-
ities decide about and do with our military” (Stiehm 2007, 453), perhaps today more
than during any other administration. If our curriculum is not updated to critically
address the issues of 21st-century deterrence that current leaders grapple with on a daily
basis, we risk leaving our students disadvantaged and incapable of making those judg-
ments. We propose that young Americans graduating with political science degrees
from civilian academic institutions should be able to fathom military strategy concepts
and engage in making decisions that will prevent hostile actions against the United
States and its allies. Not for the sake of war, but for the sake of peace.

Military education and deterrence: Concerns and reforms

The United State deterrence enterprise is in the process of playing catch-up, in terms of
updating its capabilities, policies, and education. Deterrence is commonly assumed to be
an implied task within any military strategy, but few in the military have the time to
learn or apply this method to their plans or operations. In fact, many of our current
national security leaders have not been adequately trained and may be unprepared to
conduct credible deterrence operations, particularly in complex regional nuclear con-
flicts (Bernstein 2015). Moreover, past events, such as the incorrect loading of nuclear
weapons in 2006 and 2007, cheating on proficiency exams in 2014, drug use by opera-
tors in 2016, and continued manpower reductions, have forced government leaders to
launch multiple review efforts in hopes of addressing and reforming this critical
national security area (Burns 2013).
The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2014 identified the lack of

education in deterrence as the main finding of the review (H.R. Rep. No. 113-102,
2014) and, as a result, presented recommendations for then-Secretary of Defense Hagel
to reinvigorate professional military education by focusing on development of a cadre
with a deep understanding of nuclear deterrence policy, strategic stability, and escalation
control. Secretary Hagel, along with other senior Department of Defense leaders, sought
to implement many of these changes, advocating that appropriate steps be taken to
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refocus military member education in this area. Shortly after that, the National Research
Council released a report highlighting some of the critical deficiencies in deterrence
education and analytic capabilities within the U.S. Air Force, including lack of content
analysis, leadership profiling, abstract modeling, gaming and simulations as methods
(2014). To address these shortcomings, the U.S. Air Force created the School of
Advanced Nuclear Deterrence Studies (SANDS) and graduated its first class focused on
nuclear deterrence in September 2016. Other military educational institutions, such as
Air University and the Naval War College, have also started offering undergraduate
courses and academic programs to help students understand nuclear, cyber, and space
strategic deterrence and assurance in a 21st-century security environment and to iden-
tify best methods and tools for studying them.
In addition to these efforts, General Paul Selva, Acting Chairman of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff, provided a Memorandum for the Chiefs of the Military Services and President
of National Defense University expressing the need for the Joint Professional Military
Education (JPME) curricula to include “Strategic Deterrence in the 21st Century/
Deterrence and Escalation Dynamics” in order to teach the next generation of military
leaders cross-domain and cross-regional deterrence and escalation control with multiple
methods. The memo acknowledges that current military education treats nuclear deter-
rence as a “Cold War relic,” and there is a “critical need” to increase learning in this
area. More specifically, it recommends advancing awareness and critical thinking about
the requirements of strategic deterrence by expanding the academic curriculum.
All of these initiatives demonstrate that the defense community has become very

vocal about the relevance and need for conceptual evolution of deterrence theory and
examination of frameworks for assessing strategic stability in other domains, such as
cyber and space.

Rethinking and reviving deterrence in political science classrooms

In an attempt to get more experiential learning opportunities for our students, we have
sought to get out of our own academic silo to broaden the discussion and challenge our
thinking and methodologies to address new security threats and war domains. As a
result of our conversations, for much of his time at the helm of USSTRATCOM, former
Commander Admiral Haney actively engaged with the authors of this article on creating
the Deterrence and Assurance Academic Alliance with the specific goal of developing
and sustaining a formal program that will stimulate new thinking, teaching, and career
preparation for students to solve real-world problems. Today over 40 military and civil-
ian academic institutions are members of this alliance and present a concerted effort to
bridge the military-academia gap by integrating new and old security studies, traditional
and critical theories, regional and ethnographic studies—many previously alien to deter-
rence studies. In the past four years, as its founding members, we visited some of the
leading universities and colleges across America, and co-organized military-academic
workshops and conferences. We found what the Council on Foreign Relations’s (CFR)
surveys suggested—most students lack the basic knowledge of deterrence, the concept
that defined American foreign policy for much of the last century. Moreover, the way
deterrence was taught at most of these institutions seemed largely mired in Cold War
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narratives. Patrick McKenna, Chief of Plans, Evaluation and Research at
USSTRATCOM, as well as its highest-ranking civilian employee, sums up our findings:

When the Cold War ended, academia and professional military education rightly reduced
its emphasis on deterrence and assurance concept exploration. Today we face the return of
great power competition, and while the core logic of deterrence remains valid, what is
needed is a renewed examination of deterrence and assurance concepts for a multipolar
world where the activities to be deterred may occur in multiple domains.

What we review below are specific instructional materials and activities adopted
within our own department’s international relations courses in order to engage under-
graduate students in critical intellectual debates on deterrence that go beyond its nuclear
20th-century roots. We hope the following resources will meet the needs of individual
faculty members and fit the constraints of their teaching and learning environments.

Teaching deterrence and assurance concepts in the 21st century

Although it is of critical importance to ground our class discussion in a traditional con-
ceptual foundation built by the “greats” of deterrence literature, such as Bernard Brodie,
Herman Kahn, Thomas Schelling, and Jack Snyder, we recommend updating our read-
ings list. Despite their tremendous intellectual efforts and the significance of their theor-
etical contributions, we suggest teaching the next generation by integrating more
readings in international relations courses that question the application and validity of
their Cold War deterrence arguments. That way we reduce the risk of leaving students
thinking that deterrence is an old, single-adversary problem that can be limited to the
military and the nuclear domain, as it was during the Cold War.
First, if the learning objective is to identify key concepts in and articulate major argu-

ments in contemporary security studies, teaching classical deterrence in the nuclear
domain continues to be necessary. However, today it is imperative that students read
some of the newest arguments that the United States cannot afford to reduce its nuclear
arsenal if it is to maintain the ability to respond to threats such as North Korea, China,
or Russia (e.g., Bracken 2012; Payne 2015; Roberts 2015). Its proponents are among the
authors of the Trump administration’s 2018 Nuclear Posture Review (NPR), calling for
new, low-yield sea-launched ballistic missiles, and use of nuclear weapons in non-
nuclear strategic attacks potentially against civilians and infrastructure. The idea of a
limited nuclear war, it seems, has become more popular within certain policymaking
and academic circles that are close to the White House and Department of Defense
(Kroenig 2014; Colby 2018), and it could not only redirect our country’s approach to
the subject but potentially shape future partisan debates and deterrence as a concept in
years to come (Hersman 2018). For a more comparative approach, we also suggest
examining these issues beyond U.S. borders by including cross-national studies of
nuclear doctrines and force structures of China, Pakistan, and Russia (e.g., Fravel and
Medeiros 2010; Narang 2010; Zysk 2017).
Second, our teaching of deterrence in the 21st century should enhance students’

ability to critically examine the applicability of old nuclear arguments in new and non-
kinetic war domains. For example, students can examine the limitations of the conven-
tional frameworks for deterrence by gaining the appreciation of the ambiguities of
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attribution, diversity of actors involved, as well as challenges and complexities of cost/
benefits structures in the cyberspace (Nye 2011; Cooper 2012; Libicki 2016; Nye 2017).
Moreover, this would provide the opportunity to explore a more expansive view of
cross-domain deterrence concepts that include questions about the security of critical
nuclear communications networks known as NC3—nuclear command, control, and
communications (Cimbala 2014; Gartzke and Lindsay 2017). Such readings would allow
for considerable scrutiny of vulnerabilities of our nuclear capabilities and threats to cri-
sis management and escalation control posed by cyberattacks. Similarly, discussing stra-
tegic competition and weaponization in space (Bormann and Sheehan 2009; Coletta
2009; Johnson-Freese 2016) would allow students to closely examine the applicability of
traditional tit-for-tat strategy and focus on the potential for an arms race with China
and Russia (L�opez 2012).
Third, if familiarizing students with the key problems of contemporary international

terrorism, we suggest including a discussion of non-state actors and the proliferation of
WMDs. One way to achieve that objective is to include fourth wave deterrence literature
that moves the deterrence debate beyond the Cold War to include asymmetric threats
and nonmilitary responses and means (e.g., Knopf 2010; Lupovici 2010). While deter-
rence theory grew from a bipolar Cold War setting in which two equal counterparts
balanced each other, students should evaluate deterrence in asymmetric situations where
the sides are not equal and involve dynamic non-state actors (e.g. Allison 2004; Bowen
2004; Lieber and Press 2013). In addition, students can gain a better understanding of
the complexities of asymmetric deterrence by tracing the evolution of terrorism in
cyberspace over the course of the past couple of decades (Weimann 2015).
And last, having students compare and contrast strategic cultures of the states the

United States seeks to influence would allow students to analyze how each potential adver-
sary may view our actions. By gaining insight into the intellectual history of the cross-
domain concept in Russia (Adamsky 2018) or the influences of historical memory and
cultural values in North Korea (Friend 2018), students will be able to identify the need to
adjust and tailor deterrence to each potential adversary (Bunn 2007; Lantis 2009).
In sum, including some of the readings listed in this section would allow for a more

nuanced and comprehensive examination of strategic thinking, as well as critical ana-
lysis and adaptation of traditional theories to the new post–Cold War security realities.
Although we have sought to include content by authors of diverse gender and racial
identities, the field of nuclear deterrence seems largely an area of study occupied by a
very specific demographic, often marginalizing critical and emancipatory works. As a
consequence, no classroom debate on deterrence is complete without additional read-
ings on inherent masculinity and rationality (Cohn 1987; Cohn 2018; Duncanson and
Eschle 2008) as well as “Whiteness” of the bomb (Jones 2010; Intondi 2015) embedded
in the conceptualization of the politics of nuclear weapons.

Teaching with policy documents

Our students live in a world where government officials, political parties, traditional
media, and alternative news sources present their competing and often clashing views
on deterring threats and assuring allies on multiple new digital platforms in the form of
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tweets, memes, gifs, and sound bites, without much data transparency. By integrating
doctrinal and policy documents as companions to standard international relations or
foreign policy readings in courses such as Global Security, Intelligence and National
Security, and U.S. Foreign Policy, we attempted to add a fresh perspective and deepen
students’ understanding of (1) how threats continue to evolve and change at an increas-
ingly rapid pace, (2) how they are identified, and (3) what strategies different govern-
ment departments and agencies propose to counter them. Using these documents has
not only been useful in teaching our students the importance of data transparency but
also allowed them “to appreciate the richness and nuance of what sources actually say,
assess precisely how they relate to broader claims, and evaluate whether they have been
interpreted or analyzed correctly” (Moravcsik 2014, 48).
Guided by a previously developed set of questions (see the Appendix), students

engaged in textual and contextual analysis of documents such as the National Security
Strategy, the Nuclear Posture Review, the National Security Space Strategy, U.S.
Intelligence Community’s World Wide Threat Assessment, as well as strategic and
defense documents of other states. We have taken advantage of the flexible nature of
these questions and used them to require students to demonstrate their understanding
of a particular document in writing, as well as to prepare them for an in-class simula-
tion exercise.
For example, by assigning both 2010 and 2018 Nuclear Posture Reviews, we have

asked students to examine the intent and aspirations of the stakeholders involved in
writing these strategic documents, identify the elements of continuity and change,
as well as domestic policy mechanisms and processes relevant to deterrence imple-
mentation by appropriate agencies. To reach the learning objective without over-
whelming students as well as faculty presenting the content, we used an up-to-date
list of supplementary readings examining the current conceptual debates available on
the Federation of American Scientists resource webpage (2018 NPR, Federation of
American Scientists).

Teaching with problem-based learning

Developed in the 1970s by the McMaster University medical school, Problem-Based
Learning is a pedagogical approach where students are presented with real-world situa-
tions and are asked to work in groups to solve problems similar to those they might
encounter in their future careers. Although this approach has been used in a variety of
international relations courses (Burch 2000), we have specifically used it as part of our
department’s year-long project under the auspices of the “Intelligence Community
Scholars” experiential learning program. This program is available to all students with a
junior standing who are and interested in pursuing national security and intelligence
research and careers. It can be taken for credit, and in the past four years, over 60 stu-
dents have participated.
At the beginning of our fall semester, we divide roughly 15 student participants into

3–4 teams and assign a different current strategic policy problem to each. While we use
the Deterrence and Assurance Academic Alliance’s annual list of current strategic policy
problems as our starting point, we have adapted and adjusted them according to our
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students’ level of comfort and overall familiarity with the subject matter (United State
Strategic Command, 2018). Once we present a real-world deterrence problem to each
team, we guide students with Socratic questioning to examine it, determine what infor-
mation they already have and what information they need to learn, evaluate different
options, develop solutions. and finally present their findings. The learning objectives are
to perform analysis, identify limitations of data or theoretical assumptions, and recom-
mend policy solutions, as well as strengthen their writing and communication skills.
During our spring semester, students present final research products at the University’s
Undergraduate Research Day, and more importantly at the alliance’s annual two-day
conference and workshop for faculty and students in March. Participation in such a
program has been an invaluable alternative to traditional deterrence teaching practices,
as students learn to also write for a broader audience and to communicate and respond
to feedback from military leaders and civilian practitioners whose daily responsibilities
include nuclear command and control; space operations; global strike; global missile
defense; and global command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, sur-
veillance, and reconnaissance.
This particular conference, as well as USSTRACOM’s Annual Symposium, has served

as an excellent professional development resource for us and other faculty members and
an opportunity to have a broader discussion on the instructional concepts and teaching
processes with our colleagues in political science. Furthermore, USSTRATCOM’s mili-
tary and civilian analysts not only provide guidance to faculty on how to use these
problem-sets in their classrooms but have directly engaged with students, highlighting
the centrality of active, collaborative, and interdisciplinary problem-based learning and
innovative solutions to deterrence in the 21st century.

Teaching with simulations

The use of active-learning instructional techniques such as role-playing and in-class
simulations that mirror real-world situations allows students to gain a deeper under-
standing of deterrence, the importance of competition and cooperation, and constraints
and motivations involved in decision-making and complex problem-solving. Over the
past five decades, pedagogical literature has identified a variety of benefits to student
learning and faculty professional development (Greenblat 1973; Pierfy 1977; Smith and
Boyer 1996), and has sought to refine simulation learning objectives and assessment
(Greenblat and Duke 1981; Ruben and Lederman 1982; Kille 2002). Esberg and Sagan
argue that such simulations will keep students informed on current issues, assist in their
understanding of decisions and how they are influenced by a range of factors beyond
military capabilities and international alliances, and develop “the necessary empathy and
imagination to understand how and why political leaders in their own countries, and
especially leaders in other countries, act as they do in international politics” (2012, 95).
Although the simulation preparation and in-class activity can be deemed labor inten-

sive and detrimental to a more comprehensive study of international security for the
sake of a narrow topic specialization (Smith and Boyer, 1996), the “low-intensity simu-
lations” or mini simulation could allow students to experience the process of national
security policymaking and practice strategic thinking (Glazier 2011). These types of
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simulations are generally implemented once during the course, as they do take time and
preparation to execute efficiently and effectively, often requiring roughly 4–6 hours:
four hours of student preparation and two hours of classroom activity.
We conduct simulations in the following courses: Intelligence and National Security,

International Leadership and Strategy, and International Law. In all classes, we seek to
(1) identify a realistic deterrence scenario; (2) identify pre-reading material that will
connect interests, capabilities, and limitations of the parties involved; (3) assign roles to
individual teams; and (4) facilitate discussions on communicating credible deterrence,
calculating responses, and examining the role of nuclear weapons and the effectiveness
of deterrence in today’s cross-domain security environment.
In order to enhance our efforts, we coordinate annually with the following organiza-

tions that offer student participation in simulations focused on either deterrence objec-
tives, international relations problem-sets, or defense/intelligence issues: National
Strategic Research Institute (NSRI), United State Air Force Academy, United State
Army Academy at West Point, and USSTRATCOM. In our experience, simulations that
are either facilitated by or done in collaboration with government officials were particu-
larly engaging for our students as they gained the opportunity to brainstorm with prac-
titioners, allowing them to understand the realities of a situation and assist them in
developing complex courses of action for potential crises.
In an effort to save time, faculty can integrate simulations by adopting tested simula-

tion frameworks and apply them to deterrence problems (Asal and Blake 2006; Glazier
2011; Esberg and Sagan 2012; Shelton 2014), or use already created online deterrence
simulations. The Council on Foreign Relation’s Model Diplomacy (2019) provides
detailed simulations that allows instructors to create accounts for their students, assign
roles, and collaborate virtually. Similarly, the State Department Center for Education
Program offers simulations on nuclear crisis and exposes students to concepts such as
alliances, assurance, and dealing with people of varied backgrounds to advance a coun-
try’s deterrence efforts.

Conclusion

There is a wide consensus that questions of nuclear strategy, deterrence, and assur-
ance are not only back, but rather far more complex compared to the Cold War
strategic environment given new non-conventional domains and asymmetric threats.
This article has sought to demonstrate that there is a gap between what we teach
in our discipline and what our students need to know about the world and secur-
ity today. We are not arguing that our research agendas should be dictated by pol-
icy wonks but for the sake of providing our students with real-world skills, the
political science discipline ought to rethink the way it integrates deterrence into
security studies and how it engages with those who implement it. As a profession,
we have an obligation not to view security education as strictly a military responsi-
bility. The bifurcation of the security field into military-relevant and academic
scholarship is limiting the educational mission of our profession, research opportu-
nities for our faculty and students, and ultimately will limit students seeking both
government and private-sector careers in national security.
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Appendix

Policy/Doctrinal Document Analysis Questions

1. What is the objective of the document?
2. Who (government branch, department, agency) is tasked with its implementation? How is

it funded?
3. Under what specific domestic political and economic circumstances was this docu-

ment created?
4. What larger international events, processes, or structures might have influenced the text?
5. What specific steps are outlined to strengthen state’s deterrence and competitiveness?
6. What further adaptation of the deterrence posture might be necessary and appropriate

10–20 years from now?
7. What biases (loss aversion, mirror-imaging, cognitive, affective) might have shaped the

message of this policy document?
8. What are the potential impacts of this document on other sectors and high-priority issues

(e.g., social programs, economic impact, sustainability efforts, other security concerns)?
9. What cultural/gender/race norms and perspectives inform this document or are left out of

this document?
10. (If and when using older policy documents) Is this policy document consistent with what

you know about the historical record from that time or with what you have read in class?
Do the ideas and values in the document differ from the ideas and values of our time?

11. Does this policy document conflict with any other policy or guidance documents released
by this administration?

12. What questions are left unanswered by this document?
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